China, the United States and the Kachin Conflict

By Yun Sun

This issue brief examines the development of the Kachin conflict in northern Myanmar’s Kachin and Shan states, the negotiations between the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) and the Myanmar government, and the roles China and the United States have played in the conflict.

**KEY FINDINGS:**

1. The prolonged Kachin conflict is a major obstacle to Myanmar’s national reconciliation and a challenging test for the democratization process.

2. The KIO and the Myanmar government differ on the priority between the cease-fire and the political dialogue. Without addressing this difference, the nationwide peace accord proposed by the government will most likely lack the KIO’s participation.

3. The disagreements on terms have hindered a formal cease-fire. In addition, the existing economic interest groups profiting from the armed conflict have further undermined the prospect for progress.

4. China intervened in the Kachin negotiations in 2013 to protect its national interests. A crucial motivation was a concern about the “internationalization” of the Kachin issue and the potential US role along the Chinese border.

5. Despite domestic and external pressure, the US has refrained from playing a formal and active role in the Kachin conflict. The need to balance the impact on domestic politics in Myanmar and US-China relations are factors in US policy.

6. The US has attempted to discuss various options of cooperation with China on the Kachin issue. So far, such attempts have not been accepted by China.

This is the second of a series of four issue briefs on the changes and challenges that Myanmar faces in its domestic and foreign policies since the beginning of democratization in the nation in 2011. These briefs will explore how external factors and forces influence and shape various aspects of Myanmar’s internal development, including economic growth, ethnic conflicts and national reconciliation.

This brief examines the development of the ongoing Kachin conflict, the obstacles to the peace negotiations and how the process affects the political reform. In addition, it discusses the vested interests of the US and China in the issue and the roles they have played. The third and the fourth briefs will explore the US-China dynamism in Myanmar and Myanmar and the ASEAN.
Overview

Since 2011, Myanmar has made substantial progress in its political democratization. The reconciliation with the democratic opposition — especially with Aung San Suu Kyi and the National League for Democracy under her leadership — has won Myanmar applause from the international community. As a result, Western countries have lifted most of their financial sanctions. Among the remaining uncertainties, the peace process with the country's ethnic minorities has arisen as a crucial challenge. Currently, among all ethnic groups, only the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) is engaged in ongoing armed conflict with the Tatmadaw (the government military) and has yet to reach a cease-fire agreement. The Kachin conflict, therefore, has been a key obstacle in the peace process.

More than a dozen rounds of dialogue have taken place since 2011 but have failed to lead to a formal cease-fire. The underlying reasons for the failure lie in the inability of the two sides to reach a compromise on power-sharing and profit-sharing, the long-term mutual distrust and hostility as well as the existence of vested interests. Most immediately, the Kachin Independence Organization and the Myanmar government have disagreed on the sequence between a cease-fire agreement and a political solution. While the government sees a cease-fire agreement as the precondition for substantive political negotiation, the Kachin worry that a cease-fire will be the end of any dialogue. For the Kachin, a cease-fire agreement will generate more conflicts if it does not address their political and economic grievances. In addition, the momentum of the conflict is reinforced by vested interest groups from both sides that engage in illegal trade of jade and timber from the Kachin state to China.

The Kachin conflict has been a policy challenge for both China and the United States. For China, border tranquility, the protection of Chinese investments and the prevention of expanding US influence are the top three considerations for all border regions. The Kachin conflict has disrupted China's border security and jeopardized its economic investments in the region. More importantly, Beijing's strategic concern centers on Washington's interest and potential role in the issue. This made the so-called “internationalization of the Kachin conflict” China's gravest policy concern in Myanmar in 2013. For Washington, the ongoing conflict affects the US because it raises questions about whether lifting sanctions has removed incentives for Myanmar to improve its ethnic relations. However, due to the need to balance a potential backlash from the Tatmadaw and strong reaction from China, the US has opted to play a low-profile role in the Kachin conflict.
II. The Kachin Conflict and Negotiations

A. The Conflict

Ethnic conflicts have been a persistent problem for Myanmar since the nation achieved independence in 1948. The Myanmar central government has never exercised effective administrative control, especially in many border areas occupied by ethnic groups with their own armed forces. In the Kachin and the Shan states adjacent to China’s southwest Yunnan province, such armed ethnic groups mainly include the Kachin (Kachin Independence Organization), the Wa (United Wa State Army) and the Kokang (Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army). Different religious beliefs have been a source of distrust between the predominantly Buddhist Burman and the predominantly Christian Kachin ethnic groups.

The Kachin have long had a strained relationship with the central government of Myanmar. An original signatory of the historic 1947 Panglong Agreement, the Kachin perceive themselves as instrumental and indispensable to the creation of the Union of Burma and its independence in 1948. However, in the following six decades, the Kachin have been discontented about perceived ethnic inequality, discrimination, government neglect of ethnic minorities and the failure to implement the Panglong Agreement. As a result, a resistance movement — the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) — was founded on Feb. 5, 1961 and controlled a large share of the Kachin territory and a part of Shan state during the three decades of armed conflict with the government from the 1960s to the 1990s. The KIO’s armed wing, the Kachin Independence Army, is one of the largest ethnic armed forces in Myanmar, claiming to have 10,000 troops. The rich natural resources of the Kachin state — including jade, timber and minerals — have contributed large amounts of revenue to the KIO.

In 1994, the KIO signed a cease-fire agreement with the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), which granted the KIO political autonomy in a Special Region in the Kachin state. From 2009 to 2010, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) issued repeated calls for the KIA to transform itself into Border Guard Forces (BGF) under the command of the Tatmadaw. The government’s imposition and poor management of the BGF plan exacerbated the hostility and distrust. The proposal was rejected by most of the ceasefire ethnic groups, leading to the designation of them as illegal organizations in September of 2010 under Myanmar’s Unlawful Associations Act.

The 17-year-long cease-fire fell apart when the Tatmadaw launched a major military offensive against the KIA on June 9, 2011. The most immediate trigger of the fighting was the dispute over the control of an area where the Chinese Dapein Dam was built earlier that year. However, decades of built-up tensions, the unsettled status of the KIO, and the unresolved ethnic grievances have all contributed to the re-igniting of armed conflict. The conflict has been ongoing since then, displacing more than 100,000 civilians in and outside the Kachin state.

The most recent intensification of the conflict occurred in late 2012 and early 2013, when the Tatmadaw launched large-scale air strikes and artillery attacks on Laiza, the KIO’s headquarters. The exact number of casualties in the conflict has been difficult to verify. However, a report by the Tatmadaw acknowledged more than 1,000 casualties on its side between September and December of 2012. On the other side, the KIA boasted of 6,000 government troops killed, wounded and captured. It is believed that use of landmines, rape, looting and torture are widespread in the Kachin conflict.
The Kachin conflict has cast a dark shadow over the democratic political reform by the Thein Sein government. First of all, the fact that armed conflict broke out three months after the inauguration of the Thein Sein government lends credence to the belief that there was a causal relationship between the political change and the armed conflict. Some international observers have criticized the new political system as being responsible for resuming rather than ending armed violence. Second, even if the reform and the new government were not accountable for the renewed outbreak of conflict, they are responsible for ending it. Indeed, whether the government can find a peaceful and sustainable solution to the ethnic conflicts and the long-term injustices is a great test for the new democratic system and its success. Finally, the ongoing Kachin conflict raises serious questions about the civilian government’s ability to control the Tatmadaw. Since June 2011, President Thein Sein ordered a halt to military offensives in the Kachin state several times, but the Tatmadaw attacks continued nonetheless. On Jan. 18, 2013, the president announced a unilateral cease-fire with the KIA. However, up until now, small-scale fighting has continued. The role of the Tatmadaw and the level of its civilian control are key criteria in the assessment of the genuineness and progress of the country’s political reform. Therefore, the perceived failure of President Thein Sein to control the Tatmadaw’s actions significantly undermines the positive assessment of the reform.

B. The Negotiation

Peace talks started soon after the outbreak of the Kachin conflict, with two rounds between the KIO and a team from the Kachin State government held on June 30 and August 1, 2011. In the following two years, more than a dozen dialogues were held between KIO and government representatives, but they were undermined by a variety of factors including:

- The government’s poor choice of a negotiator early on. Between the fall of 2011 and May 2012, the government chose former Army Col. Aung Thaung, a hardliner with wide business interests and little flexibility regarding concessions. The talks did not produce any meaningful progress.

- Disagreements on technical details, especially the location of the talks. Due to historical distrust, the KIO and the government representatives have been reluctant to attend talks hosted in the other side’s territory. As a result, several rounds of talks were hosted in Chiang Mai in Thailand and Ruili in China.

- Unequal levels of participation. In the talk on October 30, 2012, the government side dispatched a high-level military delegation to discuss troop withdrawal and force separation, but the KIA failed to send its senior leaders. Less than two months after the October meeting, the Tatmadaw launched large-scale airstrikes and artillery shelling against KIA territory.

- Reluctance to compromise. For example, in addressing force separation, the KIA argues that the Tatmadaw needs to withdraw from the posts it has occupied since June 2011, while the Tatmadaw refuses to abandon territories its soldiers “shed blood for.”

Currently, the negotiation is being held between the KIO and the Union Peace Working Committee established in May 2012 and led by the minister of the president’s office, Aung Min. The government has so far reached cease-fire agreements with 14 ethnic groups, including major insurgency forces such as the Karen National Union that had
Aside from the political considerations, there are also economic calculations on both the KIO and Tatmadaw’s sides that undermine the incentive for a cease-fire.

Since the KIA is one of the country’s largest armed ethnic groups and the only one in active combat with the Tatmadaw, a cease-fire agreement with the KIO and its participation in the nationwide cease-fire accord are almost by definition required for the accord to succeed. However, the reality has proved less promising. Despite the rounds of talks held in 2013 and the peace deals signed between the KIO and the government, a formal cease-fire agreement has been lacking.31

According to senior KIO leaders, the group’s rejection of a cease-fire agreement is based on several considerations. Firstly, the KIO’s eventual goal for negotiations is to reach a political settlement on power- and profit-sharing (especially in the extractive industries), as well as constitutional revisions. The group sees a cease-fire agreement as potentially damaging to such efforts. The logic is that the government’s sole incentive for negotiation is to reach a cease-fire for domestic political purposes and international applause; therefore, once that goal is achieved, the government will stop negotiating on more critical issues and the situation will return to the pre-2011 status. The KIA continues to argue that any cease-fire without a long-term political solution will be empty and temporary, leading to more armed conflict.

Aside from the political considerations, there are also economic calculations on both the KIO and Tatmadaw’s sides that undermine the incentive for a cease-fire. The armed conflict and lack of governance in the conflict areas have facilitated massive exploitation of natural resources in the Kachin state and part of Shan state. Illegal trade of jade and timber has prospered to a new level as a result of the instability. The jade mines in the Kachin state were nominally closed in mid-2012 and official jade production plunged by more than 50 percent in fiscal year 2012/2013.32 However, the official data do not catch the estimated $1 billion of unofficial and illegal trade of jade orchestrated by Kachin, Burmese and Chinese traders. Despite the Sino-Myanmar agreement to halt the illegal timber trade, the transport of logs from the Kachin state to Yunnan has thrived in the past two years.33 According to unofficial data from traders, 2 million cubic meters of logs were shipped through Ruili into China during the first 10 months of 2013.34 It is also widely acknowledged that such illegal trade takes place under the blessing of local Kachin leaders as well as Tatmadaw officers in the region. Therefore, the illegal trade undermines the effort for peace both by funding the fighting and by strengthening the vested interests that a cease-fire will hurt.

III. China and the Kachin Conflict

A. China’s Interests in the Kachin region

China has a long border with Myanmar’s Kachin state with deep political, economic and social ties. The situation in the Kachin conflict directly affects China’s border stability. In 2009, the Kokang conflict in neighboring Shan state sent approximately 37,000 refugees into China’s Yunnan province and gravely threatened the local border security and social stability.35 Since then, border stability has been an issue constantly emphasized
by Chinese leaders in meetings with their Burmese counterparts. The Kachin conflict could also affect China’s internal stability and Han-minority relations due to the Jingpo (Kachin population in China) sympathy and support of the KIO.

Strategically, there has been an ongoing debate in China as to whether the KIO could potentially become China’s policy asset and leverage against the central government in Myanmar. The debate exists between the central government and the local government, and between the foreign policy apparatus and vested interest groups. The proponents of this strategy argue that, in light of the pro-West propensity of the Thein Sein government, China needs to strengthen its own influence in the country to press Myanmar to respect China’s national interests and the KIO could be China’s effective and loyal ally. The opponents object on the basis of Beijing’s long-standing policy of non-interference in other countries’ internal affairs and argue that inciting ethnic problems will further alienate Myanmar. Although Beijing’s policy has tilted in recent months against supporting the KIO, voices arguing for Kachin’s potential political utility still exist, particularly in Yunnan province.

Economically, China has significant interests in the natural resources of the Kachin and Shan states. China emphasizes Myanmar as an important hydropower supplier to energy-thirsty southwestern China. For example, the largest Chinese investment project in Myanmar, the controversial $3.6 billion Myitsone Dam, is located in upper Kachin state. A smaller hydropower project invested by Chinese Datang Group, the Dapein Dam, is also located in Kachin state but closer to the Chinese border. China’s strategic oil and gas pipeline project, built by the China National Petroleum Co., passes through the Shan state, but is located close to the conflict zones in lower Kachin and upper Shan states.

The success of these investments is closely associated with the local stability and the endorsement by the local people. For example, the suspension of the Myitsone Dam has been partially attributed to the Kachin’s opposition to the project and the government’s concern for national reconciliation. Dapein Dam was forced to shut down as a result of the Kachin conflict starting in June 2011 and operations were only resumed two years later. In addition to the fear that the ongoing armed conflict in Kachin state might jeopardize the operation of the oil and gas pipeline, there have been concerns among Chinese analysts that armed groups in Myanmar might target the project in retaliation for China’s cooperation with the central government.

B. China’s Changing Attitude toward the Kachin Conflict: From Aloofness to Active Intervention

How the Kachin conflict affects these interests of China has played a determining role in China’s policy toward the conflict. From June 2011 to the end of 2012, China’s position was aloof and distant. The bloodshed in the Kachin state resulted in little reaction from Beijing compared with the Kokang conflict two years earlier. The Chinese Foreign Ministry routinely called for “restraint and negotiation.” However, it declined the KIA’s public appeal for China to be the referee in its negotiations with the Myanmar government.

A primary reason for China’s indifference was that during this period, the conflict did not result in significant damage to China’s interests. The refugee flow into China was small: 80 percent of the 100,000 internally displaced people gathered along the Sino-Myanmar border and close to Laiza, but did not attempt to enter China until the escalation of fighting in December 2012. Economically, China was not inclined to support the KIO as the
Kachin were perceived to be undermining China’s commercial interests in the region: the KIO strongly opposed China’s Myitsone Dam project and it was believed that in June 2011, the KIA attacked the Tatmadaw over the control of the Chinese Dapein Dam for its own advancement with little respect for China’s commercial interests.  

The escalation of tension in the Kachin state from December 2012 to January 2013, however, dramatically changed the landscape of China’s policymaking. The fighting began to take a heavy toll on China’s border stability, with the explosion of artillery shells inside China, the inflow of thousands of refugees, disruption of local economic activities and rising dissatisfaction among Chinese citizens regarding the Tatmadaw’s military actions. As a result, China had to strengthen military deployments along the border. Economically, with the Sino-Myanmar oil and gas pipelines set to become operational in mid-2013, the escalating tension became an increasing concern and threat. The conflict hindered the progress of existing Chinese investment projects in the Kachin state. For example, China Power Investment has cited the ongoing conflict as a key reason for the delayed construction of its six small dams in the region. Illegal trade might have prospered and benefited local interest groups, but on the national level, it does not offset the damage to China’s broader economic stakes. (Another more fundamental factor that resulted in China’s change of attitude was the so-called “internationalization” of the Kachin issue, which will be discussed in the following section.)

China’s policy adjustments were quick and effective. On the civilian side, Beijing urgently dispatched a senior diplomat, Vice Foreign Minister Fu Ying, as a special emissary to Myanmar, where she met with President Thein Sein on Jan. 19 to voice China’s dissatisfaction. To ensure that the Tatmadaw also fully got the message, Deputy Chief of Staff of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army, General Qi Jianguo, arrived in Myanmar on the same day: how Myanmar would “properly settle the issue of ethnic Kachin group through peaceful means as well as safeguard the tranquility along the China-Myanmar border areas” was the top priority for the first China-Myanmar strategic security consultation. To strengthen policy coordination and implementation on the top level, China for the first time created a “Special Envoy on Asian affairs” to “participate in related Sino-Myanmar affairs.” The appointee, Ambassador Wang Yingfan, paid his first visit to Myanmar as the special envoy three days after his appointment.

China’s most significant policy adjustment on the Kachin conflict was intervention in the negotiations. China was instrumental in arranging the two rounds of talks at the beginning of 2013. Due to the lack of trust between the KIO and the Myanmar government, both preferred a third-party location. China offered to resolve this difference by providing the venue — the Jingcheng hotel in Ruili. In addition, China also explicitly guaranteed the security of all participants, sending armed police to guard the perimeter. On the substance of the talks, China played a role in coordinating and mediating under the guidelines of “persuading for peace and promoting dialogues” (劝和促谈).

The case is unique in that, for the first time in decades, China played an open and public role in the internal conflict between the central government and a local rebel group of another sovereign nation by sending senior officials to attend and “mediate” the talks. The Chinese government representative, Director General of the Asia Department from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Luo Zhaohui, attended the peace talks Feb. 4 as a witness. Five weeks later, Special Envoy Wang Yingfan hosted the next round of dialogue March 11. Subsequently, Chinese embassy representatives and Wang attended the peace talks hosted in the Kachin state in May, October and November 2013.
C. “Internationalization of the Kachin issue”: China’s Grave Concern in 2013

In 2013, China’s most serious concern regarding the Kachin conflict was the potential for its “internationalization.” This has also been perhaps the most important factor in China’s decision to intervene in the Kachin peace talks. China rejects the involvement of other foreign powers, particularly the United States, in an area adjacent to the Chinese border that could affect Chinese national security. The fear of American presence, rather than concern for the ethnic conflict itself, anchored China’s desire to monopolize the peace talks.

Since the beginning, the Kachin had hoped for the involvement of multiple international participants in the negotiation. In the KIO’s perspective, a key reason for the failure of the past attempts for peace and reconciliation was that those agreements did not include binding mechanisms and international guarantors.59 To avoid the same deficiency, the KIA has argued that the current peace talks should be attended by credible international parties as monitors/mediators/guarantors. Such “credible international parties” would include:

- China for “its vested interests in the border stability, historical ties with the border ethnic groups and influence on the Myanmar government and Tatmadaw;”60
- The United Nations for “its international political and humanitarian authority” and “its legitimacy in conflict resolution.”61
- The United Kingdom because “as the former colonial ruler, the UK has the best historical knowledge of the relationship between the Burman and the Kachin as well as the Panglong Agreement before the independence of Burma.”62
- The United States, because “as the only super power and the exemplary democracy, it has the needed physical strength, moral authority, and political and economic influence in this issue.”63

From the Myanmar government’s point of view, international observers are “acceptable” as long as they “remain impartial and do not interfere with Myanmar’s internal affairs.”64 Some government officials even privately welcome the participation of international observers so that the international community can make a fair and objective assessment of the peace talks rather than being influenced by the rhetoric of ethnic groups.65 Under these understandings, invitations to participate in the Kachin peace talks were sent to the four parties in late 2012 and early 2013. The original agreement between the two sides from the March 2013 dialogue also included an article to invite international third parties to attend the next round of negotiation.66

That proposal significantly disturbed China, which saw the invitation as an insidious attempt to “internationalize” the Kachin issue against Chinese national interests. For Beijing, regardless of its severity, a local armed conflict is only an internal issue for Myanmar. When the conflict affects China, it becomes a bilateral issue between China and Myanmar, but could be contained to minimize its detrimental disruption. China supports peace in the Kachin area, but in these circumstances would not play a role that would increase its own burden.

However, the real potential for the US and UK to participate in the peace talks in the same way as China that arose from the March dialogue fundamentally changed China’s assessment how the Kachin conflict might impact China. In China’s perception, American participation would give the US equal authority to influence the situation in the Kachin state, and even more broadly in Myanmar, defeating China’s monopoly of direct involvement and influence. Beijing sees itself losing much influence over the Myanmar
Beijing prioritizes friendly relations with the Myanmar government and wishes to restore peace and stability in the conflict areas.

central government to Washington and sees the border area as China’s sphere of influence. Any potential to introduce and enhance U.S. presence in the Kachin issue is essentially viewed as an offensive to further undermine China’s role in Myanmar. As a region that borders China’s southwest frontier, the Kachin state is seen as critical for China’s immediate border security, hence core national interests. As put by a Chinese analyst: “For Washington to seek to play any role in a region right on Chinese border is a grave aggravation of the US encirclement of China to meddle with affairs with direct impact over Chinese national security.”67 For them, the visit by US ambassador Derek Mitchell to the Kachin state in December 2012 confirmed such suspicion.68

China made great efforts to pre-empt the intervention by international third parties. Most strikingly, at the March 11 peace talk in Ruili, the Chinese Special Envoy Ambassador Wang Yingfan directly opposed inclusion of the article on inviting international third parties in the final statement. Disappointed government representatives allegedly challenged him, calling the veto China’s “interference in Myanmar’s internal affairs,” but eventually yielded to Chinese demands by removing the article.69 The unilateral imposition severely damaged China’s reputation and credibility. As a result, both the KIA and the government refused to host any further dialogues in China and invited the UN Special Envoy to attend the May dialogue in Myitkyina without informing China.70 Ambassador Wang Yingfan was not invited to attend the May dialogue and the Chinese embassy dispatched its political counselor instead.71 Some Chinese officials acknowledged that China overplayed its hand in the March talks but insisted it was worthwhile so as to “deter the internationalization of the Kachin issue.”72 As a compromise, China stepped back to accept UN participation in the Kachin dialogue. Since then China and the UN have been the only two observers of the talks, albeit with a strictly limited role of observing.

The thinking inside China about the Kachin issue is hardly monolithic. Beijing prioritizes friendly relations with the Myanmar government and wishes to restore peace and stability in the conflict areas. This view is largely shared by the Chinese military, which has had strong ties with the Tatmadaw. However, interest groups in China, especially those at the local level, cling to shady business ties and profits from the ethnic conflicts. Strategic thinkers at the top have moved beyond the limited political and economic benefits Myanmar itself offers; instead, they emphasize Myanmar’s strategic utility as China’s corridor into South Asia and the Indian Ocean.

In the foreseeable future, China will continue to participate in the peace talks between the KIO and the government and object to any third country involvement. It wishes to see a negotiated agreement, but does not necessarily believe an agreement will solve the problems and foresees more issues arising during the implementation process. Many Myanmar analysts in China argue that a genuine federalism might be the only sustainable solution, but since it is rejected by certain key political forces in Myanmar, a solution to the Kachin issue will be neither easy nor speedy.

IV. The Role of the United States

When the Kachin conflict first broke out in June 2011, the improvement of US-Myanmar relations had been progressing but without a major breakthrough. Starting with the August meeting between Aung San Suu Kyi and President Thein Sein, Myanmar rapidly adopted reform policies to democratize. Consequently, as US-Myanmar relations have developed, the American priority has been focused on the political reform of the Thein Sein government and cultivating democratic institutions, as well as capacity building.
Compared to the political dynamics within and among the four Burman-majority political forces (the government, the military, the parliament and the democratic oppositions), ethnic issues were important, but hardly a top priority. 

However, the Kachin conflict is important for the US. This is not only because the national reconciliation is a key component for the success of Myanmar’s democracy, but also because the ongoing conflict has generated tremendous criticism and pressure from the media, activists and NGOs over US engagement policy toward Myanmar. This affects the overall assessment of the Burma policy of the Obama administration. The US has raised its concern about the conflict and violence publicly, calling for dialogue and a cessation of the conflict. On the ground, the US Embassy in Rangoon follows the conflict and negotiations closely and meets privately with representatives from both sides to understand the situation and provide advice. 

The US has a vested interest in the success of the peace process and the national reconciliation of Myanmar, but it faces multiple difficulties in playing an active role. Although the Myanmar government wishes for the US to participate in the Kachin peace process as an observer, it draws a line between “observation” and active “interference.” In other words, the Myanmar government wants the US to assist and observe the process, but not to dictate or meddle. 

Internally, the Kachin conflict touches upon the sensitive issue of the Tatmadaw’s role and future. Since the beginning of the conflict, there has been rising suspicion about President Thein Sein’s ability to control the Tatmadaw. Sources within the government and the KIO strongly indicate that retired Senior General Than Shwe is still the mastermind behind the Tatmadaw’s decision-making, including on the Kachin conflict. Among all the other incentives, the Tatmadaw has viewed the fighting as its tool for safeguarding the Union’s unity and security and guarding against ethnic separatism. Therefore, for the US to push the Myanmar government on the conflict could strain its delicate relationship with the Tatmadaw and arouse criticisms and reactions that would create a backlash against the broader reform process. 

Other developments also attest to the limitation of US influence on the Kachin issue. On Jan. 24, 2013, the US Embassy in Rangoon issued a statement that it was “deeply concerned by ongoing violence in Burma’s Kachin State” and noted that, despite a government announcement of a unilateral ceasefire on Jan. 19, “media and NGO reports indicate that the Burmese Army continues a military offensive” against Kachin rebels near Laiza. The statement was fiercely rebuked and criticized by the Myanmar Foreign Affairs Ministry in a rare public show of disagreement and displeasure with the United States. A statement by the Ministry in the state-run newspaper The New Light of Myanmar on Jan. 26 said Myanmar “strongly objects and rejects” the embassy’s conclusion. It pointed a finger at the KIA for fomenting the violence and launching unrelenting attacks, which forced the military to react. Some Burmese observers in Yangon pointed out that the ministry’s statement was the result of the Tatmadaw’s pushback. But on the other hand, it also reflected the difficulty for the US to assert a demanding position on the Kachin conflict because both sides are responsible for the ongoing violence. 

Externally, China has been a main obstacle standing in the way of US efforts to play an active role in the Kachin conflict. Any attempts by the US government to facilitate or mediate in the cease-fire are invariably perceived by China as aimed at undermining China’s traditional influence in the region. China’s dissatisfaction with the US Myanmar policy is apparent. Senior Chinese diplomats familiar with Myanmar have privately commented
The US has made significant efforts to work with China on the issue of Myanmar, especially on the Kachin conflict.

The US has made significant efforts to work with China on the issue of Myanmar, especially on the Kachin conflict. The hope is to identify the common interests of the US and China in the peace and prosperity of Myanmar and seek ways to cooperate toward the same goal. Then-US Special Representative and Policy Coordinator for Burma, Derek Mitchell visited Beijing as early as December 2011 to clarify US policy and seek cooperation.82 A year later, his successor Patrick Murphy visited Beijing again to discuss American policy and coordinate efforts.83 The U.S. Embassy in Rangoon had also reached out to the Chinese Embassy in the hope to meet regularly to discuss developments on the ground.84 Unfortunately, none of these efforts led to any warm feedback or action from China. In a recent private policy seminar hosted between Chinese and American experts on cooperation in Myanmar, especially on the Kachin issue, most Chinese analysts acknowledged the two sides’ shared goal is peace but rejected the idea of cooperation. Some argued that such cooperation is not in China’s interests because it would enhance US influence in China’s “sphere of influence,” while others saw such cooperation as a “quid pro quo” and suggested that the US needs to help China to resume the suspended Myitsone Dam to gain China’s reciprocity. 85

V. Looking ahead

In the near future, the Myanmar government’s nationwide cease-fire accord/conference, if it is to happen, will most likely take place without the KIO’s participation. A genuine, sustainable solution to the Kachin conflict will only come from a comprehensive political arrangement with mutually acceptable power/profit-sharing, rather than a simple cease-fire agreement. Negotiating a solution will require more time and patience than the domestic activists and the international community would like to offer, and implementation of any solution will be full of challenges that further test the resilience of the nation and the democratic process.

China sees the Kachin conflict as a power play. Its fear of the so-called “internationalization of the Kachin issue” is a classic example of the zero-sum perception prevalent in China’s Myanmar policy community. China does not wish to deeply involve itself in the Kachin peace talks so long as the conflict does not affect China. The escalation of tension and the potential US involvement motivated China’s intervention. Unfortunately, various actors in China do not always see Myanmar’s best interests as aligned with those of China. In comparison, although the US also only has played a limited role in the conflict resolution in the Kachin state, this has been due to the internal and external constraints rather than the lack of interests or political will. US-China cooperation on the Kachin conflict is unlikely in the near future.
Endnotes

1. The Kachin people are an ethnic minority group largely living in Myanmar’s Kachin state and neighboring areas in China and India. Most Kachin are Christians.


3. The Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army (MNDAA) was targeted by the government military in the Kokang conflict in 2009. As a result, part of the force went into exile and the rest was transformed into the Border Guard Force under the government’s authority. “Kokang wants to join ceasefire talks,” Shang Herald, Feb. 29, 2012.

4. For example, under U Nu, the Burmese government pushed for Buddhism to become the state religion in the Kachin state. More recently, the Kachin has dispatched delegations to visit the U.S. and other countries to appeal for support from religious groups and governments. These religion-based agendas on both sides exacerbated the lack of trust.


22. Interviews, the Kachin state and Yangon, Oct. 2013.

23. The agreement in 2006 stipulates that all log exports deemed legal by Myanmar have to be shipped out from Yangon port under the auspices of the state-run Myanmar Timber Enterprise. Therefore, although all the traders claimed their logs are legal and had legal customs documents, the logs transported from the Kachin state to Yunnan by land cannot possibly be legal.
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